Premium air filtration can eliminate even the smallest amounts of dirt that can cause expensive damage. It promotes maximum engine life by keeping those harmful particles away from critical engine components. Keep your engine healthy and working hard with Volvo Genuine Engine Air Filters.

**VOLVO GENUINE VALUE**

Volvo Genuine Engine Air Filters use a PUR seal which is perfectly fitted in the housings. Other filters may not fit well, causing air leakage and contaminants which bypass the filter and could lead to engine damage. The Volvo Genuine Air Filter provides at least 99.9% filtration level, allowing 24 months of normal operating conditions. Glue lines on the paper ensure the filter will not shake or rub itself to destruction.

**HOW TO BUY**

The Volvo Genuine Engine Air Filter is available through your nearest Volvo Dealership.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

Proven Performance, Proven Protection For Today’s Engines

- Proprietary filtration paper minimizes engine wear and maximizes engine life.
- Large paper area with high dust capacity minimizes early clogging risks and reduces the frequency of filter changes.
- Durable filter paper eliminates the risk of leakage due to torn paper which minimizes the risk of costly repairs associated with engine failure.
- Flame resistant filter paper increases driver and engine safety.